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JM: My name’s Joan McConn, I’ve been living in Kingston since 1974 and I’ve been working on 

allotments in the borough for over 35 years I should think. [Coughs] Excuse me. Erm.  

 

[00:14] JZ: Actually for the er - for the purposes of the tape I should also erm er the f-formal thing 

you’re meant to do at the start is say the date and er where we are. So 17th of May errm-  

JM: 9 Grove Lane. 

JZ: Yes we’re at Grove Lane in Surbiton. 

JM: Kingston. 

JZ: Kingston yes of course. It’s er yeah - it’s just outside isn’t it? 

JM: Borders just up the road. In fact our allotment site is in Surbiton.  

 

[00:34] JZ: Right yeah of course, of course. But yes, go on Joan. You were saying. 

JM: OK. Well yes I’ve - I’ve - I was originally working full time but erm always liked having an allotment to 

get to because my dad like many people my dad had an allotment in Liverpool, seemed to mainly be 

cabbage and rhubarb and potatoes which probably - it just was anyway y’know he enjoyed doing that. 

And I always wanted to be outdoors so I’d come home from work, put my jeans on and go to the 

allotment. And then erm things changed over the years I sort of was er stopped working for a while and 

then I spent more time on it. So my husband’s been working on an allotment with me all that time. And 

we have vegetables from the allotment almost every day of the year basically. I mean these came 

through yesterday. This swiss chard.  

 

[01:21] JZ: Swiss chard is that right? 

JM: Pumpkins. I mean we just - if you look at our fridge it’s full of stuff. 

JZ: Just looking round the room you see all the - 

JM: Well that’s my seeds because just erm finished well I’m still planting things out but I’m still planting 

seeds at the moment. And our fridge is full of stuff from the allotment. Erm. Y-you probably know - I’ve 

forgotten the name of the beetroot and horseradish sauce that Polish people eat. I just call it red stuff. 

JZ: Ohh. Like borsch? 

JM: No it’s you eat it with meat - it’s like a sort of -  

JZ: I’m not sure of the name of the sauce. 

JM: It’s like a sort of pickley saucey thing and you make it with beetroot and horseradish.  

JZ: Sure. 

JM: And you have spoonful of it - spoonfuls on a plate if you’re having Polish sausage and things. So the 



fridge is full of that. And I’ve started growing successfully, growing er gherkins and pickling them. Now a 

Polish relative’s given me a good recipe using the honey from the allotments too. And erm I must have - 

so er yeah we enjoy it. And it’s a really nice thing socially. Y’know. So I- so I’ve been in our allotment site 

and then about 12 years ago erm people in the borough were worried about the future of allotments 

because there were concerns at that point that not enough people were using allotments and didn’t 

know enough about them and we thought we might lose sites because over the years sites had shrunk. 

Part of our site is now where Kingston’s er Clay Hill student hostel is now for it so it’s - and Tolworth 

Main part of it is now the Millennium Green. Which you probably know about. So erm we - somebody 

from the council to an Agenda 21 had a meeting and invited everyone and out of that we formed the 

Kingston Federation of Allotment Gardeners. And so that’s been going since then and we work with the 

council. We erm - our remit really is to encourage people t-to work allotments an-and protect them. And 

also to help people er become voluntary managed because the council has had to shed staff over the 

years. And they don’t have the staff to manage sites an- it’s sort of contracted out, the management of 

erm sites. So erm KFAG - terrible acronym -  

JZ: [Laughs]  

JM: I think we should change the name. I’m the chair now, I think we should change the name. Anyway 

erm err m-more than half the sites in the borough are now voluntary managed and that’s in - we help 

the council write its allotment strategy which is part of the green strategy. And one of that [?] remits is 

that the council would support and encourage voluntary management across the borough. And no site 

that’s gone voluntary managed has ever sort of gone back to the council and said please take the lease 

back. Erm. On voluntary managed sites people feel more a sense of ownership, I think that’s part of it. 

And people get to know each other on the sites so they look out for it and y’know they help run the sites 

and look after them altogether really. So it’s been very successful. Erm. Oh- in Tolworth Main we have 

had talks with people there over the years, they’ve asked us to go and talk about it. It’s quite a big site 

but it could be sort of divided in four from y’know - have a little a volun-a volunteer for all four corners 

of it sort of thing. And that would make it easier. It certainly wouldn’t be difficult. We were in Poland 

over the weekend and erm I made my second visit to a site that’s over a thousand plots. On an island. 

It’s brilliant. Erm. For a short period last year my husband’s cousins er his wife was er temporarily 

[05:00] manager then I think th-the secretary er I think the regular secretary had - was on maternity 

leave or something. And so she started talking to me about it so when we were there [Phone rings] this 

weekend. Excuse me, erm we went and I sort of I’m hoping to write an article about it. Forgotten where 

I was - so it was just brilliant really that they - they had such an enormous site. Erm but of course during 

the communist years they built all these tower blocks and y’know people lived in apartments and didn’t 

have gardens in them, y’know during the period of austerity whatever, during the Cold War period. 

People didn’t have much money in Poland as you probably know and had to grow their own food. But 

it’s still very popular. Anyway.  

 

[05:52] But y-y- did you say your parents were allotment holders? 

JM: My dad was. 

JZ: Your dad. 

JM: He worked on the docks in Liverpool and most of the men would y’know spend part of Saturday and 

Sunday down the allotment.  



 

[06:05] JZ: Do you have childhood memories of being on the allotment yourself or- 

JM: Not really. I just remember - in those days paths were made of er coal erm cinders. Y’know cos 

everybody had an open fire. And erm and one of the things they used with the cinders is you used them 

on paths in allotment sites. Er y’know that had - I don’t know why I should remember that. But I 

certainly remember everybody growing rhubarb and cabbage. [Laughs] And potatoes. Erm. I guess 

y’know our diet was very much an Irish diet cos my family are from Ireland originally. And so they were 

only a limited number of vegetables and th-y’know that would grow. Erm and the diet we had in 

Liverpool was the diet my parents families would have had in Ireland. Y’know so it was carrots and 

parsnips and cabbage and things in season basically. So you never saw a pepper. Garlic I never saw until 

I was 18. Never saw black pepper until I was 17. I remember that, cos I like food I remembered being 

introduced to black pepper. [Laughs]  

JZ: Distinctly remember the meal? 

JM: Well yeah I’ve always liked food. [Laughs] Erm. I mean the erm - I can’t really [pause] it was just 

basically basic kind of things that we were growing. They didn’t spend a lot of time there, they didn’t 

have fancy sheds. I don’t even know if they had a shed, probably carried a fork on his bike.  

 

[07:33] JZ: Was it something done out of necessity rather than leisure I guess? 

JM: Er I think it was both. Erm I think it was probably leisure. Because he was a labourer on the docks in 

Liverpool so it was quite a physical thing and he looked to be out at doors. I know I’m the same I like to 

be out at doors. So erm that was a way in his leisure time he could do that aw-as well. Erm. He liked 

walking so we’d go walking [?] and stuff but it’s just being out in the open air I think. Y’know the docks 

was a noisy dangerous environment in those days. Erm. So it’s a bit peace and quiet as well. I realise 

now y’know you get older you appreciate different things. And on our allotment site you hear birdsong 

and it’s just wonderful because if you look at house gardens now so many of them don’t have many 

trees in y’know they’ve had the trees taken down when the trees have got too big and they don’t plant 

smaller ones. People have patios. Gravel. Y’know all sorts of erm had landscaping in their gardens. 

There’s not a lot of room for birds. On an allotment site there is, y’know. Birdsong’s lovely. 

 

[08:39] JZ: And what - did you say what age you were when you first started growing your own 

vegetables? 

JM: Well I must have been in my 30s.  

JZ: So it wasn’t like as soon as you had a place of your own you had an allotment.  

JM: I started with an allotment er with my sister. Erm. On the other side of the borough. And then erm - 

and then erm she gave that up and then we just applied for one nearer by so Addison Gardens was 

really near to us. And we took on a half plot. And er I guess we were both working full time then so it 

was fairly basic erm but over the years we took on the adjoining plot when that chap retired from it. And 

then some years later on our nephew had one. But errm he got very involved in doing wh-he’s obviously 

much younger than us. He got very involved with doing all sorts of other things and doesn’t really live 

round here over here anymore so it was agreed that we could take that on because in - until about 8 

years ago, 10 years ago there were still vacant plots around. And erm so we’re able to take that on. And 



so we worked three half plots. Do you know the size of a plot?  

JZ: No. [10:00] No.  

JM: They’re about er 10 rods. Does that help you? 

JZ: No. [Laughs] Not familiar with that measurement.  

JM: Oh we taught those - we taught those at school. The back of every exercise book used to have all 

these weird and wonderful measurements on. And there were rods, poles and perches. Which I think 

rods, poles and perches are all the same. Anyway a 10 rod plot is about 250 square yards. So that’s a 

standard allotment plot. And that’s pretty much the same across the country. But most sites let half 

plots to people because that’s enough for them to manage. And then - and then if people on our site for 

instance erm if people work a half plot well for a few years they can apply to take on another one if 

another plot comes up so they can have two half plots. But lots of p-quite a few people do that. 

 

[10:50] JZ: Yeah. And when you first started growing yourself? Because you wanted to grow yourself, 

was it ecological, was it leisure again? 

JM: Erm. Both really. I like being out at doors. I’ve always [pause] I li-I wanted to do something practical. 

I was working up in Westminster in office based jobs. Erm always office based jobs. And er I just wanted 

to be out at doors. So that’s why I come home, put my jeans on and go to the allotment. So it was partly 

pleasure but also the - the enjoyment of growing stuff really. And I liked experimenting y’know, trying to 

grow new ones and my husband’s the same. So he grows all sorts of weird and wonderful potatoes. Erm 

[laughs] and oh I was depu-no I wasn’t. I was erm runner up in the Potato Brain of Great Britain once. 

[Laughs] And it sounds very impressive but it wasn’t. [Laughs] I belo-I belong to Garden Organic for - I 

think I joined in 1988. And Garden Organic used to be called the Henry Doubleday Research Association, 

it’s based in Ryton in the Midlands. And their remit was to erm encourage people to grow organically 

before it became fashionable. It’s a bloke called er Laurence Hills who set it up and erm it’s a sort of 

smaller organisation now than it used to be but they used to have erm potato open days in February 

each year. And er you could buy all sorts of interesting potatoes and one year - oh there’s a company 

called Solarnanum - I think Solanum and they used to or many still do advise supermarket chains on 

types of potatoes to sell and then they advise the growers on what to grow really. And er they - one year 

I think they were there and they were sponsoring fun things to do with potatoes and so they had a 

competition where people had to - entrants had to say what - answer questions about potatoes. So I 

was the runner up. Makes me sound like a right thicky. [Laughs] 

 

[12:50] JZ: What about your husband’s weird and wonderful potatoes? How are they weird and 

wonderful? 

JM: Oh right. Well quite a lot of them over the years have now become mainstream. Y’know things like 

pink fir apple potato. Er I don’t know if they’re familiar with these, you can now buy these in supermark-

supermarkets now sell named typed spec-named types of potatoes which they never used to. You used 

to buy - when I was a child you’d buy y’know fluffy ty-some potatoes would be sort of had a lot of water 

content and others had been dry potatoes so they’d be new potatoes and old potatoes basically. King 

Edwards and y’know Jersey Royals or something. Erm. But erm pink fir apples are small sort of nobbly 

one. And it’s quite a waxy potato. And it’s really tasty in salads and things like that. So he grows these. 

But he’s grown sort of black or purple potatoes erm, yellow ones, some that are sort of red. All sorts of 



interesting looking potatoes and different flavours. And the full range, from really waxy to really floury. 

So erm if you get into cooking potato with potatoes quite a bit you sort of need to know what sort you 

gr-you’re working with really. He also erm is in charge of most of doing the hard labour. Which I think is 

quite good. So it’s my job to er decide what to grow. To plant the seeds. To plant the seedlings. And 

then he helps look after them, he helps a lot with the watering. And I do the weeding and cropping. And 

he helps with the - we grow lots of sorts of tomatoes. I grow about 16 sorts a year. And I’ve - the - most 

of them are unusual, you can’t buy erm which I’ve acquired from Garden Organic over the years. They 

have a seed distribution scheme for members. And they’ll have different qualities, keeping qualities and 

eating qualities. And growing qualities. Some of them are more light resitant than others. And erm - n-

we nearly always have a glut. So we have an Italian machine ca-we call a squadger. I don’t think that’s 

the correct name. And erm err we put it through the mach-put tomatoes through the machine and it 

removes the skin and the pips. [15:00] And you just get the pulp. And then we - I-I say we, Karol does it. 

He jars up the pulp, puts it in the pressure cooker and they just keep for years. So we always had 

tomatoes pulp which you can buy in supermarkets now as just y’know plain tomato pulp. And always we 

grow again about 16 sorts of climbey beans, about 8 sorts of dwarf beans. Again for their different 

properties and because they’re interesting, some of them have nice flowers. Some of them dark purple. 

Some of them, nice one at the moment Portugueses green and red flex all over it. And some are runner 

beans and some are the flatter ones. And then others are French which are rounder. Erm. And so he 

does the preserving of those too. So we blanche them and freeze them. And again we grow lots of fruit, 

we have red white and black currants and he prepares them for freezing. Yeah we erm - I’m really into 

making rhubarb and custard cake at the moment. I’ll make one today. I’ve made about six in the last 

month. Actually if you want to take some rhubarb away I have some in the kitchen at the moment, you 

may as well take some, I’m going down again today.  

 

[16:08] JZ: Thank you very much.  

JM: Don’t forget to take them with you. Erm. Yes -  

JZ: Gladly. 

JM: I’ve been making lots of rhubarb and custard cake and we have our allotment site AGM on Sunday 

so I’ll be making some for that. And then some of the people make erm tray bakes and stuff. Oh yeah 

when we - we set up an association on our allotment site before we became voluntary managed. Erm. 

Err the first thing we did as - we just had a tea party and invited people to it and people brought cakes. 

So it’s a big thing now on our site. So we erm - whenever we have anything we do anything we have 

cake as well. [Laughs] 

 

[16:44] JZ: So there’s a big sort of social element to it as well? 

JM: Quite a lot, yeah. We have a-at Addison Gardens we’ve er - well we have commu-we have worksh-

not workshops. Work parties in the winter. Because we look after the site ourselves so if we want to 

erm do work on the boundaries or clear bits or improve drainage and things like that erm we - we get 

together and do that. At the moment we just have tea and coffee and still people bring cake. But then 

we have the June tea party. Are you OK there?  

JZ: Yeah yeah, yeah yeah yep.  



JM: You’ve not run out of space. 

JZ: No no no no no, I’m just - I’m just keeping an eye on it. 

JM: So in June we have a tea party. And that’s just - we maybe have a barbecue at the same time, we 

just have cake. And then in September we have a barbecue and we have competitions. So erm they’re 

simple competitions - we don’t try and - at an allotment site we don’t have too many notices and we 

don’t have too many rules. And er the - the competition has got four categories in it. One is the heaviest 

pumpkin er last year’s required two people and a wheelbarrow to get it in. Erm. And that was Ruth 

whose well into her 80s. And she’s been winning for about three years on the trot now. We don’t know 

what she’s doing to make them so big but anyway [Laughs]. She grows amazing [?] ones. Anyway and 

the second category is the tallest flower. So that’s quite popular. Sunflowers are usually the ones that 

wer-win. And the rudest vegetable.  

JZ: Rudest. 

JM: And I leave it to your imagination what the winner usually is portraying. [Laughs] And erm children 

particularly like that one I think. And er - oh yeah the best cake with an allotment ingredient. Er. And I’m 

the judge cos it’s my idea. And erm that’s really quite good. And then after we’ve had the competition 

everyone passes and eats the cake really. So that’s quite good. And I think - I find allotment oriented 

prizes around the place. To give. So - one year I - in a charity shop I bought two books as a package. One 

was erm 50 Shades of Grey, or was it 40?  

JZ: 50 I believe. 

JM: And the other one was 50 Sheds of Grey. And so I said y’know the winner had to take both because 

they came together [Phone rings] but nobody wanted the Shades of Grey.  

 

[19:16] JZ: You said yourself that you liked to experiment with er -  

JM: Growing things.  

JZ: With growing things yeah. Are there any particularly memorable or stand out experiment that 

either went right or wrong? 

JM: I’ve got to do something with these. These are erm - these have gone to seed obviously. These 

things look like miniature potatoes, monsters. Erm see the dark purple ones, pink ones and white ones. 

These are called erm oca. And erm they’re a type of sweet potato. Erm. So I try growing those a few 

times but they’ve self seeded themselves now so I - anyway I’ll probably grow more. Erm. Anyway 

they’re sort of sweet potato, they’re a bit weird. Erm. Yeah over the years I’ve had loads of er [20:00] 

erm interesting seedlings from er the heritage seed library which is erm er [paper rustling] produced by 

the Garden Organic. And they erm because I’m a member each year they send out a seed list and you 

can choose six items from the seed list. And so I started growing sorrel. Which it turns out is a very 

traditional English herb.  

JZ: Sorrel? 

JM: Sorrel. S-o-double-r-e-l. Which was very common a hundred years ago in England. You never hear it 

now. Anyway I planted it and it tasted lemony, the leaves looked a bit like lettuce. Erm. And they were 

quite lemony and so I started putting it in mixed salads. And I didn’t know anything else to do with it but 

then a friend of ours, a Polish friend - she was down the allotment and she said oh I’ve forgotten what 

you call the Polish name, but in Poland they make sorrel soup. Which is really nice and lemony. So we 

now make sorrel soup with it. Erm. I’m just trying to think what else is weird that - err. We grow 



interesting sorts of peppers, I never know whether they’re going to be y’know er chilis. And erm and you 

never know if they’re going to be really hot or not. Erm. Some years I-I grow some, always try different 

ones and you end up with so many hot chillies you just put them in the freezer and you don’t need to 

grow any the next year because you have so many. So I can’t think of unusual things. On our allotment 

site for instance we’ve got an unusual type of erm blackberry. Which was discovered on our allotment 

site. Erm. I think it was discovered about 30 years ago and it’s called Fantasia. And you can buy it 

commercially erm - the first type I looked it up about 15 years ago on - on one of the main erm fruit 

suppliers websites it said discovered on a site in Surbiton. It doesn’t say that anymore. Anyway it’s er it’s 

called Fantasia and its erm very prolific and its a right thug as a - of a plant. It produces enormous stems 

every year with big thorns on. Erm. So it’s very hard to control but it came from our allotment site. And 

erm - a chap told me a story years ago, I don’t know if it’s true but he said that two men on the site 

discovered it jointly and they had adjoining plots. And then I think they had discussions with this initial 

erm fruit supplier about marketing it and stuff. And I don’t know if it was to do licensing rights or 

something, they fell out and erm - so one of them moved to the other end of the site. Anyway I think 

they both died many years ago. One of them, his ashes were put on the - on his old plot by his wife. I 

know that cos I saw the ashes because ashes are really white, have you ever seen somebody’s ashes?  

JZ: Yeah. 

JM: They’re really white. It was a bit strange. But erm - I sort of tried to make notes this morning of erm 

something - some stories. Oh yeah, our bonfire - we have got a bonfire barbecue every year. And we 

deliberately have it the same evening, usually a Friday night closest to bonfire night, and we do that 

because we’re on a hill and erm we can watch Kingstonian’s fireworks.  

JZ: Aha. Of course.  

JM: And erm. So that’s quite good. O-our - as our sites are s- part of our site is now where Clay Hill 

student hostel is. And our site is on Clay Hill and is very clay. But most of the sites over the years 

because people have put manure and compost on them - most of the plots rather, not sites - it’s not 

very particularly clay anymore. But it’s very fertile. Fruit goes well on it. Erm. Most things grow well on 

our site. Particularly slugs.  

 

[24:03] JZ How many er - how much time say on a weekly basis would you devote to it? 

JM: Oh right well I do the lettings on our site and I say to people during the growing people which will be 

- would be from now. In May. You really would be looking at seven hours a week for a full plot, a half 

plot. Erm. If you’re gonna work most of it which you’re expected to do because there’s a waiting list 

really. Erm. And but there’s two people, that’s three and a half so that’s manageable. But if you’re doing 

it on your own you really have to factor in to the rest of your life y’know. And erm -  

 

[24:40] JZ: Do you work full time yourself? 

JM: Not anymore no. But I do lots of things. Erm. Er - I still do lots of things so - so erm - and we go away 

quite a lot. We like travelling. Erm. But over the years we’ve made the plot as easy to manage as 

possible. People talk about no dig gardening. But you have to [25:00] dig the plot - you have to dig the 

whole thing to clear the ground and loosen it up. So we basically have raised based which you’re 

probably familiar with, most people know the term raised beds now - not necessarily raised but basically 

they’re areas you don’t walk on and so the soil loosens up. So basically we just have to fork that over 



and get weeds out. And then I’m - trying to remember having crops and things to cover that bit of 

ground up with something for a while to discourage weed growth until I’m ready to put more manure on 

it and started growing something else. So that - the last month when we’ve been here we’ve been 

putting in about 20 hours a week I think. But we really have been away quite a bit. I’ve had poor health, I 

had a - so this heart thing about 3 or 4 weeks ago. So erm I’ve suddenly amazingly got all my energy back 

erm and hadn’t realised how bad I’d been. But I had all these chest infections and I thought it was about 

the doctor didn’t recognise it. So erm so for 6 months I haven’t been able to do very much. Whereas 

normally in the winter months you y’know go down couple of hours on a day, just to be able to out in 

the open air and just clear stuff and get it ready. So we had to do everything in quite a short period of 

time. So - but you get people who go there and y’know some people they - they don’t seem very 

interested and then they just get - they get really into it. Erm. And they spend a lot of time down there. 

Erm. But I mean if you - if you just go after work y’know once the day’s are longer. Y’know you can easily 

do an hour or two every evening. If it fits in with your working day really. And the eve-and whatever 

you’re doing in the evening. And it’s really nice socially just to talk to people who aren’t - you don’t have 

to. Some people just have earphones on. We have a little portable radio y’know, just - about the size of 

a phone and just listen to the radio sometimes. Erm. It’s just nice socially. Just really pleasant to be 

there. And er- you can just potter, do a bit of this, bit of that. Some people are really tidy. We’re not 

particularly tidy on our plot. Erm. Y’know everybody does it slightly differently. 

 

[27:11] JZ: What kind of feelings do you personally associate with it? Is it - is it - does it feel like hard 

work at all or does it just feel like a- 

JM: No. I tell you - this sounds really soppy. Karol and I have been together since about 1974 and we did 

get engaged to get married when we were on a holiday in a romantic place in ‘77. And then I decided 

the whole marriage was getting out of control and it always - it was all about relatives coming from all 

over the place and - and who was - what presents and I - anyway I said I wanted to cancel it. So we 

cancelled the wedding. So then erm in erm - my parents had died. And er one of his parents had died. 

His parents were both pretty infirm by then. Er and this was in ni-2002. And erm so er we decided we 

could get - we get married erm because we’re getting older so we get married and it would just be what 

we wanted and we just invite the people closest to - to us. So we decided we’d get married abroad. Er so 

we’d have a holiday. So we did it in Dubrovnik. But anyway before we did that, because we were both 

brought up catholic. We - we were going to get married in a catholic church and the - the catholic church 

is a sort of like a state that crosses y’know borders sort of thing. So if we had permission from the 

catholic church in England to get married then we could just do that in er Croatia. And so we’d never 

been to Croatia before. [Laughs] But anyway, I say we like travelling so we weren’t phased by that. So 

we erm - we had to do a marriage preparation course regardless of the fact we’d been together a while 

so erm we did that and we did it as a one day thing. Erm. They were working with a group of people, this 

priest. And during the course er one of the things - they wanted people to think about what they were 

doing, the seriousness of it and how long it was supposed to last and stuff like that. Rather than what 

the wedding was going to be like. So one of the things we were asked to do was write down on a piece 

of paper the thing we most like doing with our partner. So we both did that and then we sort of read 

them out and we’d both r-wrote working on the allotment together. [Laughs] It’s the sort of thing you 

never talk about really but I thought that was rather - it’s a bit soppy but that’s true. And I think erm we 



do lots of things that we like doing together but the allotment is somehow just relaxing. You potter 

around, you might not be next to each other or talking to each other all the time but you’re just 

pottering around enjoying yourself really. But you have to be the sort of person who likes doing that. 

Y’know a lot of people just think of it as hard work. My younger sister thinks we’re nuts. She thinks you 

just go and buy food from the supermarket, [30:00] why bother? [Laughs] My mu-middle sister sort of 

half with her. She’s moved out to the country and she now keeps bees. [Laughs] So. And her son who 

had an allotment on our site, his friend er he’s really involved in saving the planet you say. They’re just 

finishing making a film based on erm a man called David Fleming who was one of the founders of the 

Green Party I think it was. And erm he was writing a book about what is erm thing his beliefs and 

thoughts on the future of the planet. And - and society. Not only y’know the importance of keeping 

everything going in ecology and everything else but also enjoyment and community and stuff like that 

and so Shaun er - he died erm 8 years ago. Or even less. Anyway Shaun was working with him at the 

time and erm then published a book of his writings and an American publisher were interested so they 

then got Shaun to produce two other books which he did. And then erm a wealthy philanthropist in 

America erm contacted Shaun and said he would like to promulgate this chap’s writings so they’re just 

finishing a film now which will be going to the film festivals soon I think. Erm. And there’s a guy, there’s 

a famous documentary maker who erm - who’s making it anyway so it’s just about finished. So Shaun 

got involved in doing that so he went from small beer to quite a big thing, and he’s in his 30s now. So 

erm yeah. 

 

[31:40] JZ: But f-yeah. But so just what you were saying about you and your husband - for you the 

allotment is something intrinsically linked to your marriage as well as being a sort of social- 

JM: Well to our whole life really, I mean I’ve always felt quite strongly that things should be sustainable 

even since childhood. I guess y’know when I was a child most mothers didn’t work and it was a matter of 

pride, certainly in the community I grew up in it was a matter of pride that the wife did not go out to 

work. That she looked after the children and - no washing machine, Monday was washing, hand washing 

and stuff like that. So erm I always thought that things should be sustainable. In childhood most of our 

clothes came from jumble sales - we didn’t have the money to - there wasn’t spare money. And it was - I 

y’know th- nowadays it’s vintage y’know but then it was just nice clothes that people didn’t need 

anymore. There was nothing wrong with them, [? ?]. So I’ve always think - thought that things should be 

sustainable, yeah. Erm I think as - y’know people should know where their food comes from. And things 

should last y’know. Erm. I mean there’s a whole thing now about plastic, y’know. Bunging up the oceans 

and y’know damaging - getting into people’s bodies, getting through animals and everything else. Erm. 

But we have very little plastic I realise y’know. And a lot of the stuff we own is recycled stuff. Oh we 

have a compost loo on our site too, it’s the first allotment in the borough that had a compost loo. Erm. I 

based it on those I saw in the Himalayas when we were there. And it’s - you have to come to our 

allotment site and see it. Yeah, so it’s - that’s a sustainable thing. We didn’t go out and buy one for 

thousands of pounds. We - we made one. A friend who’s a carpenter in Surbiton, he gives us his sawdust 

which goes down on top of stuff when erm there’s no water plu-there’s no sewage plugged into the site 

so that’s why we have that. But there’s never any smell. I had a celebrity open it. [Laughs] Cut the 

ribbon.  



JZ: Can you tell? 

JM: Jacqueline Wilson, the children’s writer.  

JZ: Amazing.  

JM: She said she’s never going to do another one, she only did it cos she’s a friend. We’re not going to 

do, y’know opening another loo. [Laughs] Erm. Yeah that was really good. We had er special cakes. 

Which people decorated with toilets on them. [Laughs] Some of them were quite good.  

 

[34:04] JZ: Erm. And in terms of the allotment in wider society. Have you noticed trends, things 

changing in terms of its popularity. You mentioned there’s now waiting lists. 

JM: Yeah there’s been waiting lists some years. At one point I came across a note I wrote to somebody 

at the council some years ago. At that point there were some 800 people in the borough waiting for 

sites. Th-the waiting lists have come down quite a lot. And I think this is because a lot of people have 

been taking on sites over the last few years who didn’t appreciate the amount of work really. Erm and 

because the sites - the plots are worked more. Erm people give up sooner when they realise they’re not 

y’know - cos - you don’t work a plot. It gets weeds. The weeds erm flower and affect the adjoining plots, 

gets quite difficult really. And I think also there used to be a lot of retired people - I was trying to think 

this morning of the sort of people on our site now. [35:00] And where they’re from and what they do. 

Do you want me to sort of? 

JZ: Yeah yeah yeah, no that would be great. A sort of cross-section of- 

JM: Well of the community really. There’s - I was just thinking briefly. Erm. This is about 10, so there’s an 

electrician. He’s an electrician and meditation trainer. There’s erm someone who does er front end 

website development - she works as a consultant recently she spends a lot of time with IKEA in Sweden. 

Another chap who dealt with video game rollouts, erm. He has an international job. He’s taking a break 

at the moment and seems to spend a lot of time going round the world on his Harley Davidson with his 

mates. Erm. This woman works in a hotel. Another works in County Hall. Catherine’s a swimming 

instructor. Jeff works in Citizens Advice. Paul’s a fireman but also a welder which comes in useful when 

we wanted to make a gate between the two fields. Rebecca - I’m not quite sure what Rebecca does, our 

treasurer. She’s a champion rower, she’s rowed in the Royal Barts up the river. Oh and fantastic 

dressmaker. Erm. Tony’s a gas man. Paul paints silk. Gordon has - runs a company designing 

streetscapes. Er. Camilla’s a teacher. Got some bird watchers. Maya - oh David built his own plane. He’s 

now - he was building it in a shed somewhere but it’s now at an airfield or at least finishing it off. Lon’s a 

[diwala], y’know work with pregnant women. And Pat’s a builder. Martin’s a teacher. New chap’s an art 

design teacher. Have Andy whose a beekeeper, we have our own bees on the site, have our own honey. 

Paul grows hops and makes his own beer. There’s a nanny, an estate agent, retired health safety officer, 

soldier. Guy who works for McLaren cars. Nurses. Copywriter. Er site surveyor on the Shell building site. 

Tracey’s a cleaner. And then from countries they’re from, I’ve got Greece, Poland, Austria, Uruguay, 

Australia, er - Philippines. Erm. That’s just off the top of my head this morning. Da-oh. The eldest guy. 

Erm on our site is Sydney who is about 94. And I think he’s Danish. He’s really good with wood, he knows 

a lot about wood. Erm. Er we have Gordon who knows a lot about trees. He’s our tree advisor.  

 

[37:26] JZ: Do you know the youngest on the site? W-w-what is the range? 

JM: Well the youngest on the site, Robin. Erm I remember him bringing both his boys when they were 



tiny babies within the first week or so of birth I think. And erm as time went on both the boys were - 

came down in there in their miniature wheelbarrows and he’d made them little raised beds. And now 

because he lives very close to the site, the boys must be about 8. And they go to the site on their own. 

Y’know, parents are very nearby. Erm. And so I’m amazed because for lots of people when the children 

come along, it doesn’t work, they actually give up the plot. But there are some families that manage it 

but only because their children got into it. Y’know if the children don’t get into it you might as well give 

up really. But erm yeah Nelson and Manda, trying to think where Nelson’s from, I think Australia. They 

started about three or four years ago I think and erm - and since then they’ve had two children. Their 

children come down and work. So lots of the people have families. Er Martin - he’s got two children 

now. The second baby was only born about eight months ago and spent weeks in intensive care. But he 

brings the children down, y’know the babies.  

 

[38:44] JZ: Do you tend to find that most people are your sort of age?  

JM: No. No. Erm. Trying to think, I would think that [pause] I think that more than half the people are 

below the age of 40 now. I imagine. That’s off the top of my head, I’m not very good with this sort of 

thing. I haven’t been thinking people - thinking of people in terms of age. Erm. I guess you don’t when 

you see people regularly really. Erm. Y’know I’m er - I would say probably about three quarters of the 

people are working full time. So they’re all younger. Erm. Yeah.  

 

[39:31] JZ: And do you think people in general are thinking more about sustainability, growing their 

own food? Are we getting better in society at this sort of thing? 

JM: Well I definitely think over the years people have used fewer chemicals on their plots. And erm 

particularly as er - actually w- it’s going to be brought up at the AGM on Sunday. We’re gonna mention 

the fact that erm people should be discouraged from doing that. I think somebody - I don’t know if si- 

somebody’s seen somebody [40:00] using a herbicide or what but they’re a bit concerned about the 

bees. But we don’t make rules as such, we just encourage people. Cos over the years, I mean about 10 

years ago shortly after we set up the Kingston Federation of Allotment Gardeners. I was one of the 

founding group of people, I thought it would be an idea for every site in the borough to get manure 

deliveries cos that was the point after foot and mouth disease where people couldn’t store manure in 

large quantities unless they had all sorts of special arrangements - concrete and stand it on and drainage 

and all sorts of stuff. So manure was available quite easily. So I arranged initially for deliveries to most 

the sites in the borough and a lot of the sites still do that and I think er Quadron or now idverde who 

manage the council run sites. Erm they get run deliveries I think to Tolworth Main. But I said we still do 

that and we get deliveries of woodchip as well for people to put on their paths. I mean you don’t need 

to use chemicals. Erm we don’t, we grow comfrey which was something that Lawrence Hills, the Garden 

Organic man, was very strong on. And comfrey err is a really nutritious plant to grow so you can put it 

into water and it rots down very smellily an-and it’s like Tomorite you can just feed anything with it. 

Liquid feed. Or you can put it down as a green manure and it rots down and it feeds the soil. So we just 

help people and advise them on that, we don’t make hard rules. But most people sensibly think well if 

I’m growing my own food, I don’t want to use chemicals. I want to grow something that’s better for me. 

And people understand more about it now than they used to. We’ve had y’know school projects come 

down. Erm er cos they’re interested in things like that. So for years now - in fact I’m meeting a student 



this weekend, er Kingston University students have contacted me. Erm. I don’t know if their lecturers 

suggest they contact us for projects or whether they just find us. But almost every year erm I take 

students to our site for different projects. This one err - this weekend there’s a chap who’s a designed a 

trowel for people who are partially sighted and he wants to try it out, see what people think. But last 

year it was somebody taking core samples of the soil, to do with pollution. Previous years they’ve been 

making films, quirky things. Erm. But they’re just part of - often it’s the furniture design and people like 

from that area, I think that he can wider views of what they’re doing in th-on that project. So we quite 

like doing that too really. Som-of photographs of projects that have been down there. Er what else 

[mumbles] 

 

[42:45] JZ: So just to sort of err wrap up I guess - if you just talk a little about the federation a little bit 

more. 

JC: Oh Kingston Federation. 

JZ: W-w-where was the impetus behind that? Were you involved with the founding of it, do you say? 

JC: Yes yes well. There was a really nice lady who worked at the council who was the Agenda 21 officer. 

Erm. And about 12 years ago and she put up notices around the borough saying she was gonna have an 

allotments meeting. And at that point about six of the sites in the borough were voluntary managed. 

And the rest of the 22 were run by the council in those days. Erm. Completely. And erm so a large group 

went there and everybody shouted at once, it was a bit bad cos you know everybody when they go to 

these sorts of things everybody wants to complain basically. Erm. Anyway it settled down, it was 

decided that one person from each site would go to the next meeting so that’s what happened and er 

with her encouragement we set up the Kingston Federation of Allotment Gardeners. And as I said before 

our remit was really to help and support allotment sites in the borough. And also help and advise going 

to voluntary manage cos we - we could see the way things were going really. And we knew that the ones 

were voluntary managed already err were better run. And people were happier on them. Erm so there’s 

a guy called erm Dudley Hewson who was the original chair and he stepped down from - for - cos of 

illness a year ago and I took over as chair. And Gloria Wallis has been our brilliant secretary all the way 

through, she’s just really really good. So over the years we’ve worked with the council to initially have 

volunteers from every site and they would be the contact of the council so eventually the guy who was 

dealing with allotments at the council er would speak to the volunteer on a site and say y’know the next 

person is so and so who wants a plot, which plot’s available and - so that-that was really useful. So we 

increased allotment usage across the borough. Then erm we we er started working on advising people 

on becoming vol-voluntary managed. Initially sites were worried about taking on responsibility, you 

have an allotment cos you just want to have fun and y’know peace and quiet, you don’t want to go to 

meetings. Take responsibility for things. But it’s all - it’s not difficult. [45:00] So we’ve produced lots of 

help sheets and advice and we’re - we’re standing next to people, we-we’ll we’ll er set up meetings at 

allotments sites to go and talk to them about things. And so that’s been really successful. The most 

recent one will be err Raeburn Avenue in Surbiton. But they’ve been problems over the last year with 

the - because the council has lost so many staff the legal department is now called the South London 

Legal Partnership so it’s with our boroughs. Erm. The borough valuers office - a lot of this experienced 

people have gone and erm we-you have to work with the borough’s valuers office, the legal department 

to get allotment site leases when you go voluntary managed and so we work with the council to produce 



a model lease so in future anybody just would be given the model lease, they would make some 

amendments depended on the site, whatever’s needed, and that would be straightforward to become 

voluntary managed. But it’s become harder than it was to begin with because of the staff changes and 

changes in management. Erm. So it’s been taking er over a year for this site to go voluntary managed. 

Partly because - oh I won’t go into detail but anyway I am already in touch err with the council on the 

new er councillors. Er about this. An-and found out last night who the new council will be, who’ll have 

allotments in their remit. I - fortunately I already know this person so she’s aware of the problem so we - 

so we’ve been helping sites resolve these problems really. Erm. Cos - people can get very excited and 

annoyed y’know when they’ve got the group on their site together, we’re going to do this together and 

then nothing happens. Y’know in this instance it’s - they thought it was all going fine and six months 

later nothing has happened and then nothing had happened at all and then another six months later 

they get a lease which was completely inappropriate, they’d forgotten there’s a mode lease. Instead of 

an eight page document it’s a 33 page - it was just silly really. So we help people resolve that. Erm. And 

anything - any - we’re not a - we don’t resolve problems for problem on separate sites, it’s not - y’know 

we’re plot holders ourselves, Gloria’s erm in New Malden and I’m y’know here, and Dudley’s another 

one. We don’t resolve problems but we can advise people and tell them what they should be doing. 

Basically people should talk to each other on sites y’know and share things. And be sensible. [Laughs] 

And you won’t have problems. So - so more - more than half the sites are now voluntary managed in 

Kingston. 

 

[47:42] JZ: Do you - the alternative to voluntary managed is council run? 

JM: It’s still council run but the council have a contract with a company that looks after green spaces. So 

they mow the grass, look after the playing fields. Erm. And they collect the rents for the council run sites 

and keep the rent. Erm. The council pays the water for those sites. And the - this company also does erm 

maintenance if it’s necessary. Y’know, if there’s time really. [Laughs] So it’s better- 

 

[48:18] JZ: How many sites are there in the borough? 

JM: 22 sites. Yeah. And the rent on our site is going up from 33 to 35 a year for a half a plot. But on a 

council run site it’s about 45 a year I think. Because if we manage our own site the council charges less 

because we do all the admin, they don’t have to pay - we pay a bulk payment to the council which is 

less. And also - because the council run sites - the - the other company takes the money really. Well they 

do take the money. Erm.  

 

[48:54] JZ: 22 sites is how many plots? Or how many plot holders? 

JM: I don’t know. I mean if you wanted me to find out I could.  

JZ: Yeah sure sure. That’s - 

JM: If you wanted how many- 

JZ: How many plots in the borough I guess. I’m sure - we may well have the stat somewhere. 

JM: You probably don’t. I think - we’re the on-I think KFAG is the only organisation that’s- 

JZ: That have that information. 

JM: Because Gloria and I have been - it was basically Gloria and I we’d been running it for 12 years and 

we keep records. And the problem is nowadays stuff goes on websites, the websites changed it’s gone. 



And when, like for instance the council people leave, they downsize the offices, all the paperwork’s 

gone. Y’know they lose stuff pretty quickly. And the new staff and they don’t know what happened 

before. So this is happening in lots of organisations I should imagine. I mean I’m - I have a pictorial 

record of - which I was given over the years, got some myself er - of erm satellite views of sites. Aerial 

[50:00] views from planes, not just y’know older ones. Before the satellites were doing it. But it’s not 

anywhere else y’know, nobody’s erm - people weren’t interested y’know, why would they have been? 

Erm. I’m trying to think if there’s anything else. 

 

[50:18] JZ: Yeah no I was just going to wrap up. Unless you had - unless you had anything else you 

particularly thought was er worth sharing. 

JM: Oh yes two things. We have problems with foxes on our site. I blame a certain who shall be - remain 

nameless. Who knows who he is. Er for giving them biscuits. And calling them - giving them names. And 

erm - I mean it was his chickens they kept eating anyway. The problem with foxes on our site now is that 

they’re not afraid of us. And erm most rr-recently - oh well the big thing is th-if you put a glove down 

often gardening gloves have got leather palms. If you put one down it’ll be gone y’know erm two days 

ago Francis lost a pair - she saw the fox nosing round her ba-her basket. And then it ran off so she lost 

those. Linda’s lost two brand new pair and I saw the second pair going, she hadn’t even separated the 

pair y’know from - bought from the shop. I saw a fox running off with them. But in the autumn erm a fox 

stole somebody’s mobile phone and it was in a leather case. And she had it in her bag and there was 

some chocolate and we don’t know whether the fox was attracted to the leather or to the chocolate but 

they ran off with their whole mobile phone which was fortunately switched on erm so then she and 

another person walked round ringing her phone and they found it cos it was ringing and already partially 

buried about 10 minutes later. So you really have to - if you put something down you’ve got to put it and 

its leather or [?] put it in the shed or something. Y’know so that’s the foxes. And the other thing is er the 

Independent on Sunday rang me up a few years ago. And they asked us if we’d help them with an April 

Fool. Which we did. And it was er although it was only April the government were talking about having a 

hosepipe ban because it had been very dry that winter. And so er they did an article [papers rustle] And I 

just found the cutting for it earlier. Erm. They did an article and erm about er there being a hosepipe 

bon-ban on allotments. And people were going to have take their hosepipes to a local police station. So 

erm. We contacted people on our site - this is a photograph of us queuing outside Kingston railway 

station with our hoses. And so it was in the - the national papers.  

JZ: That’s amazing. 

JC: The local paper did an article. 

JZ: [Reading] 1st of April 2012, Amnesty for Horsepipe - for Hosepipe Owners as Drought Bites. Yep. 

Picture of you guys literally queuing up outside Kingston Police Station.  

JC: With hoses. 

JZ: With hoses. Amazing. 

JC: And they came down to the site, a photographer came down from the Independent and took 

pictures. And erm I was interviewed and I was on the - I was on the double decker bus in London and I 

remember this person rang me and I said well I’m on a bus and they said can you just answer the 

questions. And so I was interviewed on a bus in London about it. Erm. A-surprise some of the media 

were actually taken in by it.  



JZ: [Reading] Joan McConn, 65, said she would do so reluctantly. She said that anyone caught with a 

hose can be kicked off the allotments. There are a lot of snitches, giving it to the police means you 

can’t be accused of anything. Very good. Very good. 

JC: It w-it was great fun really. So that’s it. 

 

[53:44] JZ: Alright Joan. Yeah. Wonderful. Could I just get you - I should have done this at the start of 

the interview. Could I just get you to say your name, your place and date of birth for the tape please? 

JC: OK. Why do you make my date of bi-I don’t. I don’t mind anyway. 

JZ: It’s just for the - it’s just for oral history practice so when it gets submitted to the archives it’s got a 

record of exactly who you are. 

JC: Oh right. My name is Joan McConn. I was born in Liverpool. I was born in 1947. And erm I’m the chair 

of Kingston Federation of Allotment Gardeners and a member of Addison Gardens allotment site. 

JZ: Wonderful. Thank you Joan. Thank you very much.   

 


